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ABSTRACT
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materials, 4psigne4 to provide tools for teachers to help these
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Package of five units (of five lessons each) presents the following
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opportunities and other advantages: (?) A mobile people tend to
develop a way of life that differs from that in established
communities: (4) Civilizations change when they Peet a new culture:
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grammatical structures and teaching techniques for presenting thee
are provided for each lesson. (ANN)
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FOREWORD

THE P"--rewuturr-PUREMOIT

It became apparent to the field coor-

dinators of the Michigan Migrant Pri-

mary Interdisciplinary Project that

there was a need for additional oral

language materials on the Upper Ele-

mentary Level; materials designed for

Spanish-background children who have

some, but limited, control of standard

English. The resulting inquiry into

Change: Social Science and Lincuistic

Upper is de-

signed to provide tools for teacher

to help these children develop the

oral language they need for the school

setting. The materials in this Pack-

age comprise Units One through Five.

TiirCOVENT

The referential content for the pro-

jections is drawn from social science.

Basic concepts and processes are in-

tegrated with linguistic features

identified through a contrastive an-

alysis of Spanish and English. The

projections are designed to provide

tools for the teacher to aid her pupils

in understanding change. The environ-

ment around us is constantly in a state

of change: from the air and water' to

the educational system, to clothing and

car styles' to government. The phe-

nomenon of change is in many ways more

pronounced for the migrant child. His

physical environment may change from

year to year, from month to month, cr

even from week to week es he moves

through many states. The migrant child

may move from a rural to an urban en-

vironment as mechanization replicas

manual labor in the fields.

These projections are not intended as

complete activities, nor are they in-

tended as prescriptions. They are,

however, intended as examples of in.

quiry teaching strategies, with refer-

ential content and a linguistic se.

quince to help pupils develop oral lan-

guage habits to assist him both in

the school setting and in understand-

ing the nature of change.
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LESSM-PROROIONS AND MATERIALS

This package consists of five units of

lesson7projections. Each unit has

five lessons, one for each weekday.

Social science objectives are listed

for each lesson In the projections, as

well as linguistic descriptions of the

language goal. Each lesson corresponds

to an inquiry process. Each step'

correspond to a thinking level in that

process. The art supplement section

contains illustrations which may be

used with the lessons. In addition,

many pictures called for may be found

in the art supplements of the Inter-

disciplinary Oral Language Guide:

Primary One.

TEACH1Ng STRATEGIES

The teaching strategies used in this

program are designed to help pupils

organize large bodies of data. Pupils

then znalyie similarities and differ-

ences or cause and effect relation-

ships among data to form generaliza-

tions. New situations are Intro

duced.to help pupils develop predic-

tion skills and/or test the validity of

generalizations. Also, and of equal

importance, strategies are utilized to

explore the affective domain of feeling,

attitudes, and values including con-

flict resolution. These strategies

draw on the experiences of the stu-

dents themselves. Other content in-

puts, such as field trips and visual

aids, are provided for if the students

lack particular experiences.

The goal in using these strategies is

to help pupils develop thinking skills

which can be used in any given situ-

ation. By giving the students skills

in analyzing the dynamics of change,

it is our hope that as he becomes more

involved in the change process he will

oe able to analyze what Is happening

to him, including the feelings, atti-

tudes and values involved.

The success of these strategies depends

on the teacher's ability to use open

ended questions and development ques-

tions to focus the students on each



thinking task at hand. The social

Science Projections provide models

to use these strategies in just such

a manner. The corresponding Linguistic

Projections provide models for appro-

priate language to be used with the

strategies in suggested structured

and free situations.

TRE USE OF CUING BY PUPILS

In learning English as a second lan-

guage, a teacher may effectively use

techniques such as modeling (that is,

a teacher saying what the pupils will

say before pupils say it), and class

responses (that is, having the class

or groups respond before having in-

dividuals respond). These techniques

may be integrated successfully in the

package through the use of pupil cuing.

For example, the teacher asks a ques-

tion and a pupil responds with a phrase,

The teacher then may model for the

- 3 -

class a complete sentence based on the

pupil's reply. Even though cuing based

on pupils' responses is not always

specified in the suggested dialogs,

it is a recommended procedure.

An example of cuing by pupils, com-

bined with modeling:

T: What things aren't made by man?
P1: Trees.

T: Trees aren't made by man.
C: Trees aren't made by man.

An example of cuing by pupils, with-

out modeling:

T: Can you tell me why factories
aren't found in rural areas?

P1: Because they must be near a place
where many workers live.

C: Factories aren't found in rural
areas because they must be near
a place where many workers live.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE
and

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

UPPER ELEMENTARY

UNIT I

DIFFERENCES

ORGANIZING CONCEPT: People, influenced by their culture,
may use the same natural enviroiinent in different ways.
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i SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 1_1

UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will clarify and extend their concept of environment, in-
cluding physical environment and cultural environment.

Steal

SOOCC IAL SCiENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask children
to name or otherwise indi
cate what things they see
around.themioth inside
and outside the classroom.

Pupils will enumerate
items inside and outside
the classroom which they
can see.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

DO in uestions + Pronouns:
o yOUT757----

Pronouns + Verb resent tense
see a tree .

(substitution drill)
T: I see a (tree).

What do you see?
C: I see a (tree).

ichain drill)
n: I see a (tree).

What do you see?
P2: I see a (car).

What do you see?

(transfonnatio_a_drill)
1r: What do u seeyo
P1: I see a (tree).
T: (Ne) sees a (tree).

C: (He) sees a (tree).
T: What does (he) see?
C: (He) sees a (tree).
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LESSON, I cont' d

Step 2

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will list the above
items (by writing or pic-
tures). Then she will ex-
plain that all the items
are collectively referred
to as "the environment",
the things around us.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Questions with BE + 0e-
monstrative Pronouns

What are

Plural Nouns + RE +
Prepositional phrase

Chairs are things
around us.

(substitutional drill)
T: Those are chairs.

What are those?
C: Those are chairs.

(comoletion drill)
T: Chairs.
C: Chairs are things around us.
T: Cars.

C: Cars are things around us.

(chain drill)
P1: Trees.
P2: Trees are things around us.

T: We call the things around us
environment.
What do we the things
around us?

C: Environment.

1



LESSON I contid
Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will indicate : :v-
eral items such as trees,
hills, etc., which are part
of the physical environ-
ment and identify them as
such.

(Physical environment is
that part of the enviror-

:ment which Is not made
by man.)

Step 4

Teacher will ask pupils
to indicate items on their
list which are part of tht
physical environment.

Pupils will indicate items
on their list which are
parts of the physical en-
vironment.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

SOME + things + PASSIVE
Some -things atq71.-oe

by man.

SOME + things + NEGATIVE +
FUME

Urge substitution drill)
T: things around us are

made by man.
Cars are made by man.
What else?

P: Chairs are made by man.
T: What else?
P: Books are made by man.

free substitttion -
negationj
it; -rfif.ae things aren't made by

people.
Trees aren't made by people.
What else?

P: Flowers aren't made by
people.

Noun phrase + BE +
lajective
TAdj: made by man----)man-made)
Trees aren't made by man.

transforms ion drill
Trees arena .0 by man.
Trees aren't monmade.

C: Trees aren't man-made.
T: Flowers.

C/P: Flowers aren't made by
man.

T: Stars, cats, etc.

A
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LESSON I cont' d
Step 5

SOCIAL SCILNCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will mark each
item named.

Step 6

Teacher will indicate
several items such as
building, bridge, etc.,
which are parts of the
cultural environment
and identify them as
such.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Questions using WHICH/WHAT
Adjective + noun phrase +
BE + negative + adjective

Which things aren't man-
made?

(as teacher marks items on board)
T: Which things aren't man-

made?
(Trees).

Pi: Trees aren't man-made.
T: What other things aren't

man-made?
P2: The stars aren't man-made.

Questions using BE
BE + noun phrase + verb +
preposition + noun phrase

Is a car made by man?

(Transformation: singular to

plural)
T: Is a car made by man?
C: Yes. Cars are made by man.
T: Is a tree made by man?
C: No. Trees aren't made by

man.
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LESSON I cont d
Step 7

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to
indicate items on their
list which are parts of
the cultural environment
as in Steps 4,5 above.

Pupils will indicate items
on their list which are
parts of the cultural en-
vironment.

Step 8

Teacher will ask for ad-
ditional items which could
be put in either group.

Children will enumerate
additional items for each
group.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Questions using.WHAT
What + BE + verb + preposi-
tion + noun phrase
What is made by man?

(chain drill - transformation)
P1: What fs made by man?
P2: A car is man-made.

What else is made by man?
P3: Bridges are made by man.

Vocabulary: 1) physical en-
vironment

2) cultural en-
vironment

T; Mpn-made things are part
of our cultural environ-
ment.
ift5Telse is part of our
cultural environment.

P1: A house is part of our
cultural environment.

T: Why?
P1: Because it is man-made.
T: What is part of our

physical environment?
P2: A tree.
T; thy?
P2: Because it's not man-made.
T: What else is part of our

physical environment?
P3: A river is part of our

physical environment.
T: Why?
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MICHIGAN

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 2
MIGRANT

PROGRAM
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will demonstrate map skills by using a map of the U.S. to
locate Texas and Michigan and several points in between.

Step 1

SO_ CIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will identify Texas
and Michigan on a map and
ask questions to elicit in-
formation about where the pu-
pils have resided or traveled
in other states and where
they presently reside.

Children will indicate on
the map various places
where they have traveled
and resided.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

a. HERE/THERE + BE + Noun Phrase,
Here's gchigan.

Subject Pronoun + BE + Preposi -,

tion + Noun Phrase.
It's in the South.

(pointing to a map of the U.S.)

T: Here's (there's) Michigan.
It's in the North.

C: There's Michigan. It's in

the North.

T: Here's Florida. It's in the

South.

C: Here's (Texas, Calif.) It's

in the (South, West).

(chain drill)
Pl: There's Texas. It's in the

South.

P2: There's Florida. It's in

the South. Where's Michi-
gan?

b. Verb forms: regular - live/lived
irregular - leave/

left

Time t&PreSsionst ...now
...before
...ago

(chain drill)
P1: Where do you live now?
P2: I live in Michigan.
P1: Where did you live before?
P2: I lived in Texas.
P1: Nhen did you leave Texas?
P2: I left Texas (a Year) ago.

sig

(



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 3

UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

4111.1.1

OBJECTIVE:

Children will demonstrate their familiarity with cultural and phys-
ical elements by identifying elements of both in their Texas envi-
ronment.

SCCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask questions to
elicit information about pupils'
Texas environment as in Lesson 1,
Steps 4 and 7.

Children will recall appropriate
items as in Lesson 1, Steps 4 and
7.

aL41..M...

Step 1

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Embedded Senterxes:
Activity A: Using "suppose"

NP
+
+
Mr
suppose + NP + would

Activity 8: NPrriould + VP (that) HP
+ VP

Activity C: Uslq"probably"
(Using multi-sensory data: e.g.,

pictures of a cowboy and map of
Texas to stimulate RECALL and other
high level THOUGHT PROCESSES.)

Activity A - RECALL
T: Suppose you were a cowboy in Texas.

(points to picture and map) What
things do you su ose you would
see as you r e around everywhere?

Pl: (beginning with "I suppose" as

cued by teacher) I suppose I

would see (horses).
P2: I suppose I would see a barn.

P3: ...a house (truck, car, jeep).

P4: ...a corral (barbed wire, fences).
PS: ...grass and .trees (cactus. flowers).

P6: ...lasso (saddle, boots).
P7: ...a gas station (store, cafe).

(Teacher continues to elicit items
from Texas environment and to write
a list.)

Activity B - Grouping (Physical/Cultural)
T: Let's group these according to

physical and cultural environment
like we did before. What would
you say belongs to the physical
(natural) environment?
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LESSON 3 cont,' d

Step 1 (cont'd)

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will record list for
use in Lesson 5.

P1: (beginning with "I would say...")
I would say grass in Texas belongs
to the physical environment.

P2: I would say horses in Texas belong
to the physical environment.

T: What would you say belongs to the
cultural environment?

P3: I would say (that) a corral in
Texas belongs to the cultural en-
vironment.

P4: I would say (that) the store belongs
to the cultural environment.

P5: I would say (that)...

Activity C - REGROUPING
1: Let's group the same items according

to urban or city environment and .

rural or country environment. What
things would you say are urban and
what are rural?

P5: I would say (that) the store is
probably more urban.

P6: I would say that a barn is probably
more rural.

P7: I would say that a gas station is
probably more urban.

4.
4,



SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 4
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM.,
OBJECTIVE:

Children will demonstrate an understanding of cultural areas by
identifying cultural areas within a Michigan city.

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will guide pupils
to identify cultural areas
within an urban area by use
of visuals or field trip.

Pupils will identify cul-
tural areas recognizing
different areas to be
primarily residential,
commercial, industrial,

recreational, or rural.

Teacher will supply needed
vocabulary to label areas
indicated by pupils.

Step 1

Step 2

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

DO as Function Word and Verb
(function) - Nhat

(verb) - people k here?

Questions using WHAT
WHAT + DO + Noun Phrase + DO

/using pictures or field trip
information/
T: What do people do here?
Pl: They work in factories.

T: What do people do here?
P2: They live in their houses.
T: What do people do here?

P3: They go shopping.
T: What do people do here?

P4: They play (baseball).

T: Do we call these places the
city or the country?

C: The city.

10



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 5
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:

Children will identify similarities and differences between their
Michigan and Texas environments and between rural and urban envi-
ronments giving probable reasons for the differences.

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will help pupils re-
call items listed in Lessons
1, 3 and 4.

Teacher will ask pupils to
identify similarities and
differences in the two lists
from Lessons 1 and 3.

Step 1

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Free Conversation: S--*NP + VP

Activity A (T attempts to obtain list
as in Lesson 1 - Rural Michigan)

T: (to P1) Go to the blackboard and
write one thing from the rural
environment of Michigan and tell
us something about it 'in one
sentence.

P1: (writes on board) Cherry trees.

(speaks a sentence) Cherry trees
grow in Michigan.

P2: (writes on board) Snow. (speaks)

Snow falls in Michigan.
CLASS CONTINUES TO WRITE LIST ON BOARD

Activity B (T aids students in obtain-
ing a list as in Lesson 3 - Rural
Texas)
PROCEDE AS IN ACTIVITY A

Activity C
ing a list
Michigan).
PROCEDE AS

(T aids students in obtain-
as in Lesson 4 - Urban

IN ACTIVITY B

Step 2

LINGUISTIC PROJECTION

BE + NP + found + BOTH + in X and Y
Contrastive BUT: BE + negfillui +it
Stress patterns: aren't, are

ti



LESSON 5 comb' d

Step 2 (cont'd)

SOCIAL. SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Pupils will identify similar-
ities and differences between
the two lists.

(Teacher will save this list
for later use in the lesson.)

TEACHER GOES TO THE BLACKBOARD AND DRAWS
A LINE CONNECTING IDENTICAL OR SIMILAR
ITEMS FROM LIST I AND LIST III AND MODELS
SENTENCES AS OUTLINED IN THE LINGUISTIC
PROJECTIONS.
e.g. List I List III

T:

Pl:

T:

P2:

farm houses
cherry tree
roads
grass

pine trees
sand dunes

grass

barns
cactus
adobe huts
armadillos
farm houses
mesas
cotton

(Farm houses) are found both in
Michigan and in Texas,
(drawing a connecting line) (Grass)
is found both in Michigan and in
Texas.
(checks a dissimilar item from
List I or List III) (Adobe huts)
aren't found in Michigan, but
they are found in Texas.
(Cherry trees) are found in
Michigan, but they aren't
found in Texas.

CONTINUE, ASKING PUPILS TO IDENTIFY OTHER
ITEMS WHICH ARE FOUND IN BOTH PLACES AND
ITEMS WHICH ARE FOUND IN ONE PLACE BUT
NOT THE OTHER.

(NOTE: The teacher may wish to consult
her aide or recruiter or an en-
cyclopedia in order to expand
List III.)

12



.ESSON 5 con-LT d

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will help pupils re-
call elements of their own
urban environment as in Les-
sua 4. The teacher will ex-
plain that the city they dis-
cussed in Lesson 4 is some-
what similar to cities pupils
may have seen in other states.
Pictures should be used to
illustrate this. Pictures
should include different
areas in a city.

Teacher will also explain
that items in the rural Texas
and rural Michigan environment
are similar to items in the
rural environments of other
states.

Step 3

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Free Conversation: S,0NP 4. VP

T: (Aids pupils in writing a list
as in Lesson 4.) Go to the

blackboard and write the name
of something or some place from
the urban or city environment
here in Michigan. Speak about it.

Pl: (writes on board) Factories

(speaks) Michigan giTiffOf
factories.

P2: (writes) Shopping centers
(speaks) Michigan has lots of
shopping centers.



LESSON 5 contl d

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will label the lists
from Step 2 above (rural Mich-
igan and rural Texas) as RURAL
and the list from Step 3 ibiV4
as URBAN.

Teacher will ask pupils to
identify similarities and
differences between rural

andreas usinits
frorEgipreceding step:
e.g.

houses

trees
(cherry)

corn fields
bridges
cows eating

field

factories
shopping center
commercial centers
residential areas
recreational areas
(houses)

bridges
transportation
center (bus,
train station)

Step 4

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Writing: Urban - Rural

T: (to Pl) Go to the board and
write "rural" above the lists
of items found in rural Michigan
and Texas.

Pl: (writes on board) RURAL

T: to P2) Go to the WO and write
"urban" above the items found in
an urban or city environment.

P2: (writes on board) URBAN

Step S

There are.....but not...

T: Go to the board and draw a line
connecting items that are the
same in rural and in urban areas
and say something about the
similarity.

Pl: (draws a line connecting houses,
or bridges in both columns)
e.g. There are houses in rural

and in urban areas.
T: What do we call a large area of

urban houses?
P2: A residential area.
1: (to P3) Go to the board and check

an item which is found only in
rural or urban areas. Then say
something about the difference.

P3: (checks corn fields or cows eating,
etc.)
e.g. There are corn fields in

rural areas but not in urban
areas.

'4
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ISSON 5 contid

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit probable
reasons for the differences
identified in Lesson 5, Step
3.

Pupils will infer and state
probable reasons for the
differences identified in
Step 3.

Step 6

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: Ask someone to give you a reason
(explaining) why strawberry fields
aren't found in cities.

P1: (to P2) Can you give me a reason
why strawberry fields aren't found
in urban areas?

P2: e.g. Because there is no place.
P3: Because farmers produce

things for city (urban)
people.

P4. Because farm products aren't
produced in urban areas.

1: Ask someone to give you a reason
(explaining) why factories aren't
found in rural areas.

P4: (to P5) Can you tell me why
factories aren't found in rural
areas?

P5: e.g. Because factories produce
(tractors) and (trucks) used
by farmers.

P6: Because factories must be near
a place where many workers
live.

P7: Because factories must be
located near a supply of
(raw) materials (such as
coal, iron, rubber, etc.)



SOCIAL SCIENCE
and

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

UPPER ELEMENTARY

UNIT II

INTERDEPENDENCE

ORGANIZING CONCEPT: People tend to concentrate where
there are job opportunities and other advantages.

..........1.24......aoae ay.....



[MICHIGAN

NI GRANT

PIWGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 6
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:

Children will clarify and extend their concept of division of labor
and specialization.

Step l

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit from
pupils the types of work
which people perform in
rural areas.

Pupils will enumerate types
of work people perform in
rural areas.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Asking questions
What do you call ...?

Transformation
A person who picks cherries.
---) a cherry picker

/using pictures of a tractor,
truck, fruit/
T: What do you call a man who

drives a (tractor)?
C: A tractor driver.
T: What do you call a person who

picks (cherries)?
C: A cherry picker.
T: What do you call a person who

packs (puts) (apples) in
boxes?

C: An (apple) packer.



ESSON 6 cont'd

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will direct pupils to
group types of work which are
related in some way.

Pupils will group types of
work according to relation-
ships they see.

Teacher will elicit from pu-
pils which J

meobs
in each grour p

are perford by the same o
different people.

Pupils will identify which
Jobs are performed by the
same or different people.

Step 2

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Embedded Questions

/asking students to pantomime and using
pictures from Step 1/
T: (tc P1) Ask someone if they can

show you how to pick (strawberries).
P1: (to P2) Can you show mm how to

ick (strawberries)?
P2: pantomimes) Yes I can.
T: to P3) Ask someone if they can

show you how to dew) a (tractor).
P3: (to P4) Can you show me how to

drive a (tractor)?
P4: (pantomiming or explaining with

guidance from T.) Yes, I can.
T: (to PS) Ask someone if they can

show you how to pack (strawberries).
P5: (to P6) Can you show me hail to

pack (strawberries)?
P6: (pantomimes or explains) Yes, I Can,

LINGUISTIC PROJECTION

Vocabulary: use of "similar"

T: What kinds of jobs that we showed
each other how to do are similar?

P1: Picking (strawberries) and
(cherries) are similar.

P2: Driving a (tractor) and a (truck).

are similar.
P3: Packing (apples) and (peaches) are

similar.

Step 3

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Use of generic terms: fr it, ntipp.
,Da

11 Who showed us how to do the
same kind of work?

P1: (Pedro) and (Manuel) did.

(f,



LESSON 6 contT d

Step 3 (cont'd)

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: What kind of work was it?
P1: Picking fruit.
T: Who else showed us how to do the

same kind of work?
P2: (Lucia) and (Alberto) did.
T: What kind of work was it?

P2: Packing fruit (driving a vehicle).

LINGUISTIC PROJECTION

Contrastive use of WAS and WERE ( +NEG)

T: Who was/wasn't a vehicle driver?
P1: (Yolanda) and (Consuelo) were.
P2: Marta) and (Cecilia) weren't.
T: Who was/Wasn't a fruit packer/picker?

Summary questions

T: Are they all doing the same job?
C: No they're doing different jobs.



LESSON 6 cont'd

Step 4

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask questions
to elicit from pupils gen-
eral statements about hod
work is divided among dif-
ferent people to get all
the tasks done.

Pupils will make general
statements about the ob-
served division of labor
in rural areas.

Step S

Teacher will record and
save list and generalize.
tions from Lessen 6.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Use of USUALLY and Obiect Pronoun
TH
MENun Phrase + USUALLY + Verb
Phrase + THEW

/using picture/
T: Do women or man usually drive

(tractors)?
C: hen usually drive them.
T: Why do men usually drive

(tractors)?
Because driving a (tractor) is

for women usually pack
strawberries?
Women usually pack straw-
berries.

T: Do the same people do all the
lobs?

C: No, they don't.
T: Why?
PI: (Because some usually can do

one job better).

C:

T:

C:

SAMPLE LIST:
tractor driver
truck driver
cherry picker
strawberry picker
apple picker
cherry packer
strawberry packer
apple packer

tj



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

1 SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 7
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will identify alterations made in the environment by men
and probable reasons for the alterations.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will display lists
compiled in Lessons 1 and 6.

Step 2

Teacher will elicit from

the class the identifiable
changes in the environ-
ment made by men.

Pupils will identify man-
made changes in the environ-
ment.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

List of pictures to include:
bridge, tunnel, road, dam, etc.
driver, farmer, engineer, etc.

Present perfect and Passive
Use oxfAle ositions:

eThi arirtririse HAVE BE Verb +
Preposition Object Pronoun

T: How has this river been
changed?

C: A bridge has been built over
it.

T: Hoe has this mountain been
changed?

C: A tunnel has been built through
it.

T: How has this field been
changed?

C: (Apple) trees have been planted
on it

1/



LESSON 7 cont'd

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit probcble
reasons for man-made changes
in the environment.

Pupils will state probable
reasons for man -made changes
in the environment based on
their knowledge of the types
of work that men perform.

Step 4

Teacher will record and
save statements from
Lesson 7, Step 3,

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Modals, past tense
imnu expressions wig
that°
--30.TNAT + Noun Phrase + COULD +

Verb Phrase + ( _).

T: Who built the bridge?
C: Bridge builders did.
T: Why did they build it?
C: So that cars codt cross over

the river.
T: Who built the tunnel?
C: Tunnel builders (engineers)

did.
T: Why did they build it?
C: So that (trains) could go

through the mountifi:
T: Who planted the apples in the

field?
C: The farmer did.
T: Why did the farmer plant the

apple trees?
C: So that people would have

apples to eat.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 8
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:

Pupils will relate urban cultural areas with the types of work men
Perform. Children will compare rural and urban specialization and
division of labor.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIM_

Teachers will ask pupils
to enumerate types of
Jobs performed insurban
areas.

Pupils will enumerate types
of Jobs performed in an
urban area (including ser-
vices and types of jobs
perfo)rned in factories,
etc..

Step 2

SOM_SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit from
pupils similarities and
differences among the
lists compitod in Lesson
7 and Lesson 8, Step 1.

Pupils will compile lists
from Lesson 7 and Lesson 8.
Step 1, identifying similar-
ities and differences.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Contrasting use of WORK as a Jioun

and Verb
-1INIt-lind of WORK...

Some people WORK...

/using flashcards of professional
people/
T: What kind of work (jobs) do

people do in the city?
C: Some people work as (doctors).

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

12;1110911W
vs OUTSIDE

1: Oa tunnel builders work inside
cities or outside of them?

C: They usually work outside (of)
cities.

T: Do farmers work inside or
outside cities?

C: They usually work outside of
them.

T: Now about truck drivers?
C: Truck drivers work everywhere.

They work inside cities and
outside of cities.

T: Nee about engineers?
C: Engineers work everywhere too.



LESSON 8 cont1 d

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teachers will ask for prob-
able reasons for similarities
and differences identified in
Lesson 8, Step 2.

Pupils will state probable
causes for several of the
similarities and differences
identified in Lesson 8,
Step 2.

Step 4

Teacher will ask for general
statements about the division
of labor and specialization
based on observed similarities
and differences in Lesson 8,
Step 3.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Contrasting_ Affirmative and

Negative Questions

DO
N'T

WHY +
DO

+ Noun Phrase +

Verb + (____)?

T: Why do farmers work in the
country?

C: Farmers work in the country

because
T: Why do enTRITiTiork in the

country and in the city too?
C: Farmers work in the country

and in the city too because

T: tigra55TiTishermen work in
the city?

C: Fishermen don't work in the
city because there aren't
many fish there.

THINGS + TO + Verb
Vocabulary: PRIME

T: Are fish, corn, milk and eggs
things to eat or things to
use?

C: Things to eat.
T: Do city people or country

people produce things to eat?
C: Country people do.
T: Are glasses, cars, books and

Chairs things to eat or things
to use?

C: Minns to use.
T: Do city people or country

people produce things to use?
C: City people produce things to

uso.

,:1



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

I SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 9
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will identify the interdependence which exists between
rural and urban areas.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for examples
of goods and services produced
in urban areas for use in
rural areas.

Pupils will identify goods and
services which are produced
in urban areas for use in
rural areas.

Step 2

Teacher will ask for exam-
ples of goods and services
produced in rural areas for
consumption in urban areas.

Pupils will Identify goods
and services produced in
rural areas for use in
urban areas.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

FOR + Noun Phrase + Prepositional
Wise

/cuing with pictures, if neces-
sary: tractor, pump, etc./
T: *at things are made in the

city for use by people in the
country?

P1: Tractors are made in the city
for use by people in the
country.

T: What else?
P2: Pumps are made in the city

for use by people in the
country.

Ca_ ntravting USE as Noun and Verb
USE

6666for USE by....

Collocating verbs and noun objects
....produce milk, honey, eggs

vs ...grad apples, potatoes

/using pictures of milk, honey,
eggs; apples, carrots, etc./

T: What things are produced in
the country that city people
will use?
Wilk is produced in tha coun-
try for use by city people.
What things are grown in the
country to be eaten by city
people?

P2: Apples are grown in the coun-
try to be eaten by city
people.

Pi:

T:

vf,



LESSON 9 contl d

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to
enumerate processing of
sample goods from origin
to consumption.

Pupils will identify pro-
cesses of production such
as: food growth, retail,
consuoption; including
origin of materials, labor,
etc.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Vocabulary:
FIRST, StCOND, THINO,....LAST

Ti Tell the story of the pro-
duction of (milk).

PI: First, the fanner milks the
cow.

P2: Second, the milk truck picks
up the milk from the farm.

P3: Third, the milk is brought to
the dairy plant.

P4: Fourth, the milk is pasteur-
ized and bottled by workers
in the dairy plant.

P5: Fifth, the milkmen deliver
the milk to homes, schools,
stores and restaurants.

P6: Last, the people drink the
milk or use it to cook with.

ii

()



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

MUM
SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 10

UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:

Pupils will identify examples of public and private services. Pu-
pils will also identify public services which originate outside of
rural areas but affect rural areas.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teachers will aid pupils
in identifying private
services as those services
that individuals pay for
directly, and public ser-
vices as those services
which are controlled by
government for the benefit
of citizens, paid by
taxes.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Contrasting T DO CA L A
P

Titif

/using two sets of pictures when
available/
T: What do we call a person who

cuts hair?
C: A barber.
T: What do We call a boy who

delivers newspapers?

P1: A (news) paper boy.

T: What do we call a person
Who directs traffic?

C: A policeman.
T: What do we call a person who

puts out fires?
P2: A fireman.

d/Tril l/

gives the cues for a chain

T: Barber.
P1: What does a barber do?

P2: A barber cuts hair.
T: Garbage collector.

P3: What does a garbage collector
do?

T: A garbage collector collects
garbage.

A



LESSON 10 cont'd

Step 2

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Lacher will ask for exam-
ples of public and private
services in rural and urban
comunities.

Pupils will identify ex-
amples of public and pri-
vate services in urban
and rural areas.

Step 3

Teacher will ask pupils
to identify origins of
sample public services.

Pupils will identify
examples of public ser-
vices which affect rural
areas but do not originate
in rural areas.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Asking questions with WHO 4.
Verb +( )

7wFkiiFi6iople safe in the
country?

Contrasting DO and DOES in
statements:
The police do.
The sheriff does.

/using pictures/
T: Who keeps people safe in the

country?
P1: The sheriff does.
T: Ito keeps people safe in the

city?

Pl: The police do.
T: Who delivers the nail in the

(country)?
P2: The mailman does.
T: Who cuts people's hair in

the (city).
P3: A barber does.

Question tag: ,ISN'T IT?

Negative Response: NOLJJISN'T.

/using pictures of public

buildings/
Ti The sheriff's department is

In the country, isn't it?
C: No, it isn't. It's in the

city.
T: The public library is in the

country, isn't it
C: Wo, it isn't. The public

library is in the city.

Xs



SOCIAL SCIENCE
and

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

UPPER ELEMENTARY

UNIT III

INTERDEPENDENCE-VALUES

ORGANIZING CONCEPT: People tend to concentrate where there
are job opportunities and other advantages - A mobile
people tend to develop a way of life that differs

from that in established communities.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM ]

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 11
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will identify demand for seasonal labor.

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 1

It's + Noun Phrase
liri+ Adjective + Prepositional

Phrase
Noun Phrase + be + Verb-in a+ (_)
Noun Phrase + Trimsfeetr)-T. Det.
Noun Phrase..-.

Questions using do
Affirmative vs. negative responses
Contrasting use of Am, any other,

and some

Examples

It's summer.
It's cold in Michigan.

Nothing is growing (on my farm)
I have a machine to pick nw fruit.

Do you need any pickers on your farm?

Do you need any other kind of help?
Yes, I need some apple packers.

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 2

Possession Juan's family.
Questions using sm.
Where + can + Noun Phrase + Verb
--Was--

Phrase + Verb Phrase +

Noun hrase + can + Verb Phrase +

Maybe + Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase

(___)

Examples

Where can they go to work?

Can they pick fruit in Florida in
summer?

They can go to pick fruit in Michigan.

Maybe they can pick oranges.

.1.11,

Descriptions

Adjective + enough
Enough + Noun
Questions in the future
Too vs. either

Adverb in comparative

LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 3 Examples

old enough
enough money
Why will I won't
He won't work and his wife won't

either.
She will work and the uncle will too.

more easily

se



LESSON I I cont' d

Step I

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to iden-
tify causes for demand of seasonal
agricultural labor.

Children will identify causes
which result in seasonal de-
mand for agricultural labor:
including, labor scarcity in
rural areas and its causes.

NOTE: This activity involves
role playing. P1, holding
various pictures, plays
the four seasons. P2 is a
migrant worker in search
of work. P3 is a Michi-
gan farmer.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Pl: /holding a card showing a pic-
ture of winter/
It's winter.
It's cold in Michigan.
Nothing is growing.

P2: Do you need any pickers on
your farm?

P3: No. I don't need any pickers.
Nothing is growing on my farm

now.

P1: /holding up a picture of spring
and crops/
It's spring. Its cool and
rainy in Michigan. Asparagus
and strawberries are growing.

P2: I need a job. Do you need
any pickers on your farm?

P3: Yes, I do. Asparagus and
strawberries are growing on
my farm.
/uses pictures/
I need asparagus and straw-
berry pickers.

P1: It's summer. It's hot in
Michigan.

P2: I need a job. Do you need any
pickers?

P3: Noe I don't. I have a machine

to pick my fruit.
P2: Do you need any other kind of

help?
P3: Yes, I do. I need a blueberry

packer and a truck driver.

P1: It's fall. It's cool and dry
in Michigan.

P2: I need a job. Do you need any
pickers?

P3: No, I don't. I have a machine
to pick my fruit.

P2: Do you need any other kind of
help?

P3: Yes, I do. I need some apple
packers and a tractor driver.

. ,

( I



LESSON 1.1 cont' d
Step 2

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for reasons
for people moving into the
migrant stream.

Pupils will identify causes for
people to move into the migrant
stream: including stimuli from
home areas and attraction from
other areas.

NOTE: Use pictures of Juan's
family and Don's family
from MMPIP; Part II
(Art Supplement pages
18 and 26). A map of
the U.S. is useful.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T:

Pl:

T:

P2:

T:

P3:

Juan's family lives in
Texas in the winter. They
pick fruit there.
/points to Texas on map/
What kind of fruit do you
think they pick there?
Maybe they pick grapefruit.
Can they pick fruit in
Texas in the summer?
No. It's too hot and dry.
There isn't much fruit.
There are few jobs. etc.
Where can they go to pick
fruit?
/pointing to Michigan on
the map, with aid of
teacher/
They can go to pick fruit
in Michigan.

T: Don's family lives in
Florida in the winter.
They also pick fruit there.
/points to Florida/
What kind of fruit do you
think they pick there?

P4: Maybe they pick oranges
or tomatoes.

T: Can they pick fruit in
Florida in the summer?

P5: No. It's too hot and dry.
T: Where can they go to work?
P6: They can go to New Jersey

to pick blueberries.
/with pupil pointing to
map, aided when needed/

Continue, asking for other
reasons for going North.



LESSON 1 1 cont' d

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for advantages
and disadvantages of extended
family involvement in the migrant
stream.

Pupils will identify advantages
and disadvantages of extended
family invlovement in migrant
stream.

NOTE: Use pictures of Roses
family and Juan's family
from WIMP: Part II
(pages 9 and 26). Use
the accompanying picture
of Juan's family plus his
aunt, uncle and cousin.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: /pointing to the picture
of Rosa's family(
Now many people are in this
picture?

C: There are four people.
T: How many people are old

enough to do farm work?
C: Two are old enough. The

mother and the father.
T: How many people are not

old enough to do farm
work?

C: Two are not old enough.
The boy and the girl.

T: /pointiag to the picture
of Juan's family, 6 mem-
bers/
Now many people are in
this picture?

C: There are six people.
T: How many people are old

enough to do farm work?
C: Two are old enough. The

mother and the father.
T: Nola many people are not old

enough to do farm work?
C: Two are not old enough to

do farm work. The boy and
the girl.

T: Now many people are too
old to do farm work?

C: Two are too old. The grand-
mother and grandfather.

T: What kind of work can the
grandmother and grandfather
do?

P1: They can take care of the
children.

P2: They can take care of the
house.

3%



LESSON II cont'd

Step 3 cont'd

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: /pointing to the picture
of Juan's family plus his
aunt, uncle and cousin/
How many people are in this
picture?

C: There are nine people.
T: How many people are old

enough to do farm work?
C: Five are old enough. The

mother, father, aunt,
uncle and cousin.

T: /pointing to the picture
of Rosa's family/
Why won't Rosa's family
have enough money if her
father gets sick?

P1: Because he won't be able
to work and his wife won't
either.

T: Why will Juan's family have
enough money even if 1

Juan's father gets sick?
P2: Because his wife will be

able to work and the uncle
and aunt will too.

T: Which family can travel
more easily?

Pl: Rosa's family can.
T: Why can Rosa's family

travel more easily?
P2: Because they have no little

baby or old people.
Which family can buy more
things?

P3: Juan's family can.
T: Why?

P4: Because they have more
people who can make money.

so
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MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 12
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

[

OBJECTIVE; Pupils will identify, migrant labor patterns within the United States
using a map of the United States.

Description

{

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Examples

Using mkt in questions and Where do you think they might go to
statements live and work in the sunter?
Noun Phrase + gill" + Verb They might go to ( ).

Phrase + Infinitive + Prepositiona
Phrase

(.)



LESSON 12 cont` d

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask questions to
elicit information about migrant
labor patterns within the U.S.

Pupils will identify migrant la-
bor patterns in the U.S., using
a U.S. map.

NOTE: Use pictures of Juan's
family and Don's family
and a map of "Travel Pat-
terns of Seasonal Migra-
tory Agricultural Workers".
Review by having students
recall tome of the infor-
mation from Lesson 11.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: Where does Juan's family
live and work in the winter?

P1: They live and work in Texas.
/points to map/

T: Where do you think they might
go to live and work in the
summer?

P2: /touching the map/
They might go to live and
work in Indiana, Illinois or
Michigan.

I': Where does Don's family live
and work in the winter?

P3: They live and work in Flori-
da.

T: Where do you think they might
go to live and work in the
summer?

P4: They might go to live and
work in New York, New Jersey,
or Maine.

ss



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAN

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 13
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Children will define behavior, examine the behavior of migrant
groups, infer reasons for their behavior, and abstract a set of
values as the underlying' motives for. the way the group acts.

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Introduction Examples

Vocabulary Behavior

[ --1
Free conversation

Descriptions

Free conversation
Writing sentences

LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 1 Examples

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 2 Examples

I

Using because as a sentence connector They travel a lot because they like to
(SubiRT;iier) sentence + because + travel
sentence

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 3 Examples

Vocabulary I value as a verb
value as a noun

Wscription LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 4 Examples

I -Composition, from language and
thought and experience

4`

31



LESSON 13 cant' d

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Introductory Step

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will aid pupils in clari-
fying their notions of human be-
havior. Individual responses will
be used to write a definition.

Pupils will write a definition of
human behavior.

NOTE: Teacher refers to pictures
of Juan's family and Don's
family and reviews the fact
that they live and work in
different places during the
year. The goal of the ac-
tivity is to lead the stu-
dents to clarify and define
the concept of behavior.

NOTE: The words observable and
behavior may' be difficult
to understand for some
groups, especially the
younger ones. Suggestion;
have individuals pantomime
anything they wish. Call
each action a pantomime and
then identify it as behavior.
Next, ask the others if they
saw the pantomime. Call the
act of seeing, observing.
After many pantom mes, sum-
marize "Things we do are be-
havior. We can observe be-
havior.°

- Sample abbreviated inquiry and
discussion -

T: Let's talk about behavior in
general so that we can talk
about the behavior of Juan's
and Don's family. What does

behavior mean?
Pl: Behavior means the way people,

act.
P2: Behavior means what people do

in different places.
P3: Behavior is what you say and

do in front of older people.
T: Just older people?
P4: No. Behavior is what you say

and do in any place and with

anyone.
T: Does behavior include thinking?
PS: Yes.

T: Why do you think behavior
includes thinking?

P6: Thinkidig is something you do.

7: Can we see or observe what
somebody is thinking or just
the effect?

P7: We can see if what somebody is
thinking about is happy or sad.

T: Then we say that his behavior
shows he is happy or sad. Or

we say he acts happy or sad.
Ito Pupil 8/
Give us a big smile.

P8: /smiles and says nothing/
T: He's smiling, but can we tell

what he's thinking?
C: No.

T: Ito Pupil 9/
O.K. Go to the board and write
a definition of behavior.

P9: /writes on board with assis-
tance and/or corrections/
BEHAVIOR IS THE OBSERVABLE WAY
PEOPLE ACT.



LESSON 13 cont'd

Step 1

SOCIAL. SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit types of be-
havior which children believe are
exhibited by migrant groups.

Pupils will describe types of be-
havior exhibited by migrant groups.

NOTE:. Refer to pictures of Juan's
and Don's families. Accept
all responses, do not use
statements or comments which
are value judgements. Ask
questions to clarify ideas.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

- Sample abbreviated inquiry -
7: Let's talk about the behavior of

Juan's and Don's families.
/to Pupil 1/
Will you be our "data recorder"?

P1: to board or uses a note
pad to make a list for later

T: Do these families travel a lot
or stay in one community?

C: They travel a lot.
P1: /wri ti ng/

They travel a lot.
T: Do all or Just some of the mem-

bers travel together? Including
whom?

C: All of the members including the
grandparents and relatives (the
extended family) travel to-
gether.
/Pupil 1 records/

7: Do they usually have many or few
children?

C: They usually have many children.
Pl: /writing/

TheY usually have many children.
T: Do they work outside or insfa

such as in factories and shops?
C: They usually work outside.

P1: /writing/

TheY usually work outside.

/teacher guides lesson; calls
for free ideas/

T: What else can we say about the
behavior of the members of those
families.

P2: Young people do what the older
people tell them.

P1: /writing/
Young people, etc.

P3: Juan's family speak Spanish most
of the time.

P1: /writing/
speak Spanish.

P4: They go to churchwhen they have
a chance.

P1: /writing/

poto church.



LESSON 13 cont'd

Step 1 (cont'd)

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit reasons for
behavior.

Pupils will give reasons for
behavior.

NOTE; Teacher refers to pupils'
list of behavior informa-
tion of Juan's and Don's
families.

Step 2

P5: Everybody works together and
shares things and money.

P1: /writing/

workshareetc.
P6: Everybody the father's

decisions.
T; Including the mother?

P6: Yes. The mother must do what
the father says.

Pl: /writing/
do what the father says.

Class continues to draw up a list of
behavior. Teacher will encourage all
talk but will avoid giving emphasis
to stereotypes that are misleading or
biased.

T: (P1), ask (P2) for reasons for
the behavior of the two famili-
lies. In other words, why do
they do the things we talked
about. (P3), will you go to the
chalkboard and write the reason
(P2) gives. Use the word be-
cause as a sentence connector.
models or writes an example/

Pl: Why do these families travel a
lot?

P2: They travel a lot because they
enjoy travel (need work, etc.

P3: /writing on board/
They travel a lot because they
like to travel (need work, etc.).

P4: why do they usually have many
children?

P5: They have many children because
they love and want children.
Children help the family, espe-
cially when the parents are
older.

PS: /writing/
Ity have many children because
they love and want children.

P7: Phy do they usually work out-
side?

P8: because
Pupil 9 writes appropriately on board.
CONTINUE ELICITING REASONS USING LIST
FROM STEP 1.

40



LESSON 13 con-tic'

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to in-
fer values of migrant groups
based on their behavior and
reasons inferred.

Pupils will infer values of
migrant groups.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

/Teacher refers to previous list and
sentences/
T: Looking at our information, what

can you say these families val-
ue? (Explain the meaning of
values and illustrate: The
Japanese value humility; The
American Indians value nature;
Teachers value neatness, etc.)
(P1), will you make a list of
values for us and keep it for
use later?

P2: Travel.

C: They (Juan's family) value(s)
travel.

P3: Freedom.
C: They (Don's family) value(s)

freedom.

NOTE: Keep students focused on val-
ues. Ask questions to elicit
reasons for students' infer-
ences.

SAMPLE LIST (Rural Values - Migrant)

VALUES OF JUAN'S AND DON'S FAMILIES

Travel
Freedom
Work
Family Unity
Many Children
Outdoor Work
Obedience
Respect for Elders
Politeness (Urbanidad)
Spanish (Negro) Language and

Culture
Religion
Togetherness (Cooperation, eta:. )
Father as Head (Machismo, etc.)
Group Loyalty P.igiii7-etc.)

NOTE: Keep a copy of this list for
later use in Lesson 15, Step
1 (retrieval chart).



LESSON 13 cont'd

Step 4

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will assist pupils in
summarizing prior steps of de-
fining and observing behavior,
inferring reasons for behavior
and generalizing group values.

Pupils will summarize prior
steps and write a composition.

NOTE: Following the pattern of
the oral language activity
in Steps 1-3, dealing with
the 3-stage thought process
aimed at the discovery of
values, have the students
write - collectively or
individually - a 3-paragraph
composition entitled PEO-
PLE'S VALUES HELP EXPLAIN
THE IR BEHAnoit:

NOTE: To collectively write a
composition, you may wish
to have pupils give their
ideas while you (or a pu-
pil) write on the board.
Then the class may copy
the composition and/or
add additional sentences.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Definitions may serve as the topic
sentence for the first and third
7ihs. The middle paragraph

might open with a topic sentence such
as "We can point to a number of
reasons explaining why different peo-
ple behave as they do."

SAMPLE COUPOSITION

PEOPLE'S VALUES HELP EXPLAIN THIM
BEHAVIOR

Behavior is the way people act.
We study people's behavior by observ-
ing what they do. For example, fami-
lies that work on farms in different
states during the year travel a lot.
They may take their grandparents and
other relatives with them. You will

notice that these families have many
children. They look for work on
farms, usually outside in the fields

and orchards. A family like Juan's
shows a lot of respect towards their
religion, the father and older peo-

ple. They don't just travel together.
They live together, work together and
share everything - the things they
own and the moNey they make. Juan's

family speaks Spanish and Don's fami-
ly speaks like the people from the
South.

We can point to a number of rea-
sons explaining why different groups

behave as they do. Juan's family
leaves Texas every spring because
they like the excitement of travel
and because they need work. They
have many children because.....

Knowing the reasons for people's
behavior is one way to understand and
appreciate their values. These fami-

lies value freedom to travel and to
work where they wish in the Great

outdoors. Family unity is one of the

highest values. Values help explain

behavior.



SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 14
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

OBJECTIVE:

Children will examine urban behavior and infer values held by urban
residents..

Descriptions

Vocabulary
Free conversation
Writing sentences

LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 1 Examples

tend

Descriptions

Punctuation
Transformation:

sentence +,because.+ sentence
Because ,+ sentence + comma + sen-

tence

LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 2 Examples

the use of the comma

Urban people do X because they
Because they V, urban people tend to
do X.

Descriptions

Vocabulary

LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 3 Examples

basis
FORTusion

Descriptions

presentPrese nt participle

PrepoSitimal phrase

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Examples

I have made the conclusion.
I have concluded....
....on the basis of....

At
.



LESSON 14 contid

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit types of
behavior which children believe
are exhibited by urban groups.
Teacher may begin by asking
pupils to recall the types of
jobs performed in urban areas.

Pupils will recall the types
of jobs performed in urban
areas.

NOTE: Teacher should use pic-
tures from magazines to
stimulate recall and
thought as the basis for
obtaining information
for oral and written re-
sponses.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS*

T: Let's talk about the behavior of
urban families. This time,
everyone will be "data recor-
ders". What will we write at
the top of our information
sheets?

P1: Behavior of Urban Residents.
1: /writing Behavior of Urban Resi-

dents on chalkboard/
O.K. Suppose / begin by giving
you choices. Then later you
give me free "information ". Do
urban families travel from place
to place during the year or do
they tend to live in one place?

P2: Urban people tend to live in one
place.

T: Do urban people tend to hurry
and rush all the time or do they
enjoy a relaxed, slower life?

P3: Urban people tend to be in a
hurry.

T: What else is special about the
way they live or work or act?
How about the things they have -
their houses, cars and other
things?

P3: They live in big houses.
P4: They drive big cars.
T: How many cars does an urban

family have?

PS: Maybe two or three. One for the

husband. One for the wife.
Maybe one for the kids.

T: O.K. How does this relate to
the behavior of the wife and
children to the father and older
people. By the way, what about
the grandparents and relatives?

NOTE: Teacher continues to guide the
inquiry into urban behavior so
that it parallels Lesson 13
somewhat. Pupils continue to
record sentences given as oral
data (information).



LESSON 14 cont' d

Step 2

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit reasons
for behavior of urban resi-
dents.

Pupils will give reasons
for behavior of urban resi-
dents.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: (P1), ask (P2) to give you a
reason for one of the ways urban
people tend to act, using your
"data sheet" (from Step 1). You
will say, "Urban people do 'X'
because they 4"..." (P3), you
will take P2's sentence and
change it by beginning with "Be-
cause they 'Y', urban people
tend to do 'X'." Write the sen-
tence you transform on the chalk-
board.

P1: /asking following "data sheet"/
Why do urban people tend to live
in one place all of the time?

P2: Urban people tend to live in one
place all the time because they
want to feel secure (can't leave
their Job, don't like to move,
etc.)

P3: /writing on board/
Because they feel secure (can'tTiiW;FE)pA tend
to live in one Place all the
time.

P4: Tasking following data shut " /

Why do city people tend to be in
a hurry all of the time?

PS: Urban people tend to be in a
hurry all the time because they
are always busy (have lots of
things to de, don't have much
free time, etc.).

P6: /writing PS's transformed sen-
tence on the board/ Beca se....

/Teacher continues to elit s a -

ments following the pattern suggested
above./



LESSON 14 con -'d

Step 3

SOCIAL. SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit a broader
definition of behavior (encour-
ages flexibilliT5Vihought
and outlook).

Pupils will give a definition
of behavior.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

T: Now let's continue with our in-
formation on urban behavior and
causes and relationships. Can
we decide what values are held
by urban people?

P1: Yes.

T: How do we decide? On what
basls?

P2: On the basis of our data.
P3: On the basis of our information

sheets about the behavior of
urban people.

T: Can we make good conclusions
without information?

P4: No.

T: Can we make conclusions about
people's values only by observ-
ing their behavior? What else
can we observe?

PS: Their speech.
T: So be our old definition of

behavior needs to be changed?
P6: Yes. Behavior is the observable

way people act and talk.

T: /to Pupil 6/
Would you write the new defini-
tion on the board, please?

4'



_ESSON 14 cont'd

Step 4

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to
infer values held by urban
people.

Pupils will infer values.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

/Teacher asks pupils to ask each oth-
er to make a statement generalizing
the values held by urbanites. Pupil

will follow up the first question by
asking for the basis of the conclu-
sion./

T:

Pl:

P2:

P1:

P2:

T:

P3:
T:

P4:

PS:
P4:

PS:

T:

PS:

P1, ask someone what they have
concluded is one value of the
urban person. Then ask him how
he made that conclusion.
P2s what would you say is one
value held by urban people?
I would say that urban people
value security.
On what basis did you make your
conclusion?
I made my conclusion on the
basis of observing what they do.
O.K. Why don't we all keep a
list of urban values. What is
the first value?
Security.
P4, would you continue by ask-
ing someone for their cenlclu-
sions about urban values and the
basis of their conclusion?
PS, what would you conclude as
another value held by urban peo-
ple?
I'd say they value keeping busy.
On what basis have you concluded

that?
I've concluded it on the basis
olobserving what they say.
For example?
On, city people always say,
"I'm so busy." "I'm too busy."
Or something like that.

SAMPLE LIST Urban Values

Security
Work
Possessions
freedom
Success Security
Keeping Busy
Church
Seriousness

Quiet
Community
Aggressiveness
Youth
Competition
Popularity
Helpfulness



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 15
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE: Pupils will compare values held by migrant groups and urban groups,
identify similarities and differences between the two, state causes
and effects for selected similarities and differences, and state
generalities about the values held by each group.

Descriptions LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 1

Free conversation
Writing on board

Examples

Description LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 2 Examples

Sentence constructions from cues Work.--4
Both urban and rural people value
work.

Description LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 3 Examples

Question and answer interplay

Description LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 4 Examples

Contrastive use of effect vs. affect Suppose What will the effect be?
How about How does that affect

their lives?

Description LINGUISTIC FOCUS: Step 5 Examples

Using introductory phrases In general,....
Generally speaking"...
We can generalize by saying that....
As a general rule,....



LESSON 15 cont,' d

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will help pupils recall
values held by urban and rural
people.

Pupils will recall values held
by urban and by rural people,
writing lists on the chalkboard.

NOTE: After pupils have written
lists, teacher may prompt
or point out deficiencies
by referring to lists (re-
trieval charts) retained
from Lessons 13 and 14.

Step 2

SOtIALAtIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for similarities
and differences between the two
lists of urban and rural values.

Pupils will identify similarities
and differences between the two
lists.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Use a game technique. Two teams are

formed: an Urban team and a Rural
team. Have team leaders send members
to the chalkboard, one member at a
time. Have each member write one

value. The objective is to see which
team can recall the most.

- Sample teacher-pupil interaction -

T: Who can recall one of the values
held by urban people?

Pl: I can. Security.
T: O.K. You will be captain of the

urban team.
Who can recall one of values
held by the rural people?

P2: I can. Travel.

T: O.K. You can be captain of the
rural team.
/explaining game/
Captains, choose team members.
Have each one go to the chalk-
board and write one value as
quickly as he can. The team
that remembers the most wins.

Teacher may place time limit and an-
nounce winner at that or at another
point.

LINGUISTIC PROMTIONS

/Game technique continues using
cues./

SAMPLE ACTIVITY

T: Let's look at our team lists on
the chalkboard now and see which
are alike or different. Urban
captain, ask one or your members

C)



LESSON 15 cont t d

Step 2 (cont'd)

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

to find a value common to each
group, like Work, for example.
Then Rural captain, ask one of
your members to make a sentence
like, "Both urban and rural
people value work." If your
members cannot answer on first
try your team loses one point.
I will keep score.

Urban: P1 (team member), read some-
thing from each list which
shows that each group shares a
similar value.

P1: /Reads. - Words are "cues"./
e.g. God (from rural values)
and RiTrgion (from urban list)

Rural: P2 (team member) give us a
.sentence about the similarity
that P1 has found in both lists.

P2: Both rural and urban people
value religion.

/7 records one point for each team./

Rural: /continuing game/
P3, can you find another simi-
larity?

P3: Togetherness and helpfulness.
Urban: P4 (team member), can you

make a statement about that?
P4: I don't think they are the same

value exactly.
T: Can you find a new word to cov-

er both terms? How about coop-
eration?

P4: Yeah. Both urban and rural

people value cooperation.
IT continues to help students to
comment on similarities./

T: /having finished finding simi-

larities/
Eat is left on our lists?

PS: differences.

T: P5, would you read off the dif-
ferences between the urban and
rural groups?

PS: /reading/
Aggressiveness, Youth, etc.

411



_ESSON 15 cont' d

Step 3

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for causes for
selected similarities and dif-
ferences and reasons for pupils'
inferences.

Pupils infer causes for selected
similarities and differences
and give reasons for their
inferences.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

/continue using team as in Step 2/
T: Let's look for causes now.

/writes causes on board/
Rural cairliTI:ask an urban
team member why he thinks
both groups share a similar
value such as work, religion,
cooperation, etc. The member
who answers can then ask some-
one from the opposite team why.

Rural: /to urban team member/
Why do you think both urban
and rural people value work?

Urban: Because both urban and
rural people need to work in
order to live.
/to opposite team/
Why do you think that's true?

V: Because we can observe that
you get money when you work.
And you need money to get
food.

IT encourages students to state
a variety of causes/
T: How about the remaining dif-

ferences ?
What causes can we give for
rural people liking large
families and urban people
liking small families?

P1: Rural people value large fam-
ilies because they need lots
of help. Urban families
don't need much help because
usually just the father works.

IT continues asking for reasons
for differences. Encourages free
conversation./



LESSON 15 cont' d

Step 4

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for effects of
similarities and differences end
reasons to back up inferences.

Pupils will infer effects of sim-
ilarities and differences and give
reasons for their inferences.

LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

- Sample inquiry and discussion -
T: Let's talk about the effects or

results of similarities and dif-
ferences. Suppose an urban fam-
ily and a rural family both val.
ue their language, but the rural
family speaks Spanish and the
urban family speaks English.
What will the effect be?

/7 writes effects/
Pl: They can't talk to each other

very much.
P2: The rural family will speak

Spanish most of the time.
*I: /after eliciting many effects/

Do you suppose the rural family
will have some special problems
as a result of their valuing
Spanish?

P3: Maybe they value Spanish, but
they can speak English too.

7: So what effect will that have on
their lives?

P3: They can still speak Spanish at
home to their friends and family
but they can still get along in
school or at work with English.

7: That will the effect be if they
can't speak English very much.

P4: They might have trouble in
school, getting a job, or doing

lots of other things.

*I: How about the effects coming
from a similarity both groups
share? Both groups value work.
How does that affect their lives?

/T writes affect/
PS: Ooth grou04 will need jobs.
7: How floes the need for jobs re-

late to other similarities and
differences we talked about?

P6: Maybe a rural worker can't get
a job in the city.

7: liby?

P7: He values outdoor work.
P8: He can't speak English.
P9: He didn't graduate.

31.



LESSON 15 cont' d

Step 4 (cont'd)

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Step 5

Teacher will ask for general state-
ments about the similarities and
differences between the values held
V rural groups and those of urban
groups, based on the above discus-
sion.

Pupils will give general state-
ments based on the above discus-
sion.

/Teacher continues discussion on how
similarities and differences of val-
ues may affect the lives of individ-
ual members of each group. Pupils
should be made aware of resultant
problems arising from differences as

well as benefits./

Teacher will write the introductory
phrases (from the linguistic focus
on the board. Pupils are asked to
use them alternately in statements
about similarities and differences in
values.

T: Shall we finish up our discus-
sicn by making some generaliza-
tions about values? First,
let's be sure we know what a
generalization is. Who can ex-

plain it? Now about a synonym
or another word that means about
the same thing?

Pl: A rule.
P2: A law.
T: O.K. We can also say a conclu-

sion or a principle or an idea
or general statement. On what
basis do we make generaliza-
tions? Do you remember from our
discussion the other day?

P3: On the basis of observation.
P4: On the basis of what we see and

hear.
T: Can I add, on the basis of what

we think and discuss?
P6: Yeah.
T: O.K. Then, on the basis of our

observation and discussion,
let's make some geAerelizations
about the similarities and dif-
ferences between the values of
rural and urban people. We'll
Practice using the phrases I
have written on the board.



LESSON 15 conti d

Step 5 (cont'd)

SOCIAL. SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Rural Captain: In eneral, rural
peop e va ue outdoor
work, but urban peo-
ple value working
inside.

T: Is that a generaliza-
tion about a similar-
ity or a difference.

Rural Captain: About a difference.
Urban Captain: Generally speaking,

Eth urban people and
rural people value
work.

T: That's a similarity
isn't it?

/T continues asking for generaliza-
tions./

cfc
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SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

UPPER ELEMENTARY

UNIT IV

CULTURE CONTACT

ORGANIZING CONCEPT: Civilizations change when they meet a

new culture. These changes may be one of degree.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 16
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Pupils will identify causes for seasonal farm laborers to remain in
Michigan on a temporary/permanent basis.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE wAJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher poses a problem similar
to the following; "What could
happen if growers used more
machines in harvesting their
crops?"

Pupils will infer probable ef-
fects of increased mechanization.

Step 2

Teacher will ask for reasons to
back up inferences.

Pupils will give reasons for
their inferences.

Step 3

Teacher will focus on one infer-
ence such as, "less demand for
farm labor", and elicit effects
of this inference.

Pupils will infer effects of a
decrease in demand for farm labor.

Step 4

Teacher will ask for general

statements to sum up the above
discussion.

Pupils will make general state-
ments about what has been dis-
cussed.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.

sp



MIGRANT

PROGRAM

SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 17

UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

r
OBJECTIVE:

Pupils will identify problems which new residents in MichigAn may
encounter and identify aids which may help overcome the problems.

Step 1

socudjoax PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher poses a problem similar
to the following: "What problems
do you think people might have if
they remained in Michigan?"

Pupils will identify problems
which people may have who remain
in Michigan.

Teatter will elicit reasons for
inferences.

Pupils will give reasons for
their inferences.

Step 2

Step 3

Teacher will ask pupils to enu-
merate aids which could help peo-
ple overcome problems.

Pupils will enumerate aids,
(Teacher will assist pupils in
citing aids they may not be famil-
iar with.)

Step 4

Teacher will elicit reasons how
the aids may help overcome prob-
lems.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.

5t)



LESSON 17 conti d

Step 4 (cont'd)

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECT OHS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Pupils will identify how an aid
may help overcome a problem

Teacher will ask where the aids
might be located (such as legal
aid).

Pupils will identify where aids
might be located. (Teacher will
assist pupils when necessary.)

.-M

Step S

66.1



MIGRANT
SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 181

UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL
[

MICHIGAN

PROGRAM 0

OBJECTIVE:

_..

Pupils will enumerate probable causes for people to move into urban
areas, problems they might encounter, and what aids are available to
help them overcome problems.

Step 1

SOCIAL. SCIENCE LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will discuss with pupils
how some families have remained in
Michigan for a short time then re-
joined the migrant circuit, how some
have remained in rural areas while
family members have commuted to jobs
in urban areas, and how some families
have moved to urban areas to live and
work.

Step 2

Teacher will ask pupils to identify
probable causes for families to
move into urban areas.

Pupils will identify probable causes
for families moving into urban areas.

Step 3

Teacher will ask if pupils know any-
one who has moved or is planning to
move into urban areas.

Pupils will identify people who have
or who are planning to move into ur-
ban areas.

Step 4

Teacher will ask pupils to enumerate
possible problems such people may
encounter.

Pupils will enumerate possible prob-
lems.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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LESSON 18 cont' d

Step 5

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask for aids within
the city which may help solve iden-
tified problems.

Pupils will identify aids within
the city. (Teacher will suggest
aids if necessary.)

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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OBJECTIVE:
Given a situation of possible conflict of values, pupils will pro-
pose solutions.

1101y011,

.111.!-
Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTION

Teacher will enumerate a story
similar to the following: Juan,
Pedro, and Ricardo are cousins.
They recentiy moved to a city.
Seldom does one boy do anything
without the others. 'Recently,
Juan made a new friend at school,
Gary, who has always lived in the
city. Gary asked Juan to run for
class president. Juan didn't
know what to do. Hewes afraid
of what his cousins might think
if he accepted the offer End
afraid of Mat Gary might think
if he refused.

Step 2

Teacher will ask pupils to enumer-
ate events in the story just read.

Pupils will enumerate events in
the story.

Step 3

Teacher will ask pupils to infer
the feelings of Juan and Gary and
txplain their inferences. (How do
you think felt? Why do you
think he fell-that way?)

Pupils will make and explain in-
ferences about the feelings of the
characters in the story.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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LESSON 19 cont'd

Step 4

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to propose
solutions to Juan's problems and
explain their inferences. (What do
you think Juan should do? ... Why?)

Pupils will propose and give bases
for solutions.

Step S

Teacher will ask for possible reac-
tions from Paul and Juan's cousins
and explain their inferences.

Pupils will make and explain in-
ferences about possible reactions
of Paul and Juan's cousins.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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OBJECTIVE:
Pupils will recall similar events in their lives or in the lives of
someone they know, evaluate their recalled behavior, and explore al-
ternative types of behavior.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will ask pupils to recall
the discussion from Lesson 19 and
ask for similar incidents they or
someone they know have had.

Pupils will recall similar behavior
they or someone they know have ex-
perienced.

Step 2

Teacher will ask pupils to describe
recalled behavior.

Pupils will describe recalled
behavior.

Step 3

Teacher will ask pupils to evaluate
their behavior and give bates for
their evaluation. (Do you think
that was a good or bad thing to
do ... Why?)

Pupils will evaluate and give
bates for their behavior.

Step 4

Teacher will ask pupils to consider
alternatives. (Is there anything
you could have done differently?)

Pupils consider alternative
behavior.

Teecher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.



SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS

UPPER ELEMENTARY

UNIT V

CULTURE

ORGANIZING CONCEPT: As large nuMbers of people move to urban areas,
a revolution taket place in the expectations of these people.

This rise in expectations is part of the change in socio-
cultural values accompanying their urbanisation.
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OBJECTIVE:
Pupils will identify rising expectations and the accompanying
change in values.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUIFrIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will aid pupils in re-
calling values of rural and urban
groups from Unit III.

Pupils will recall values from
Unit III.

SteP 2

Teacher will aid pupils in recalling

reasons for moving to urban
areas enumerated in Lesson 18,
Steps 1 and 3.

Pupils will recall reasons for
moving to urban areas.

Step 3

Teachhe will ask pupils to enumerate
what they think peoplc may expect to
gain by moving to urban areas.

Pupils will enumerate what they
think people may gain by moving to
Obtn areas.

Step 4

Teacher will ask if the items enu-
merated above reflect things which
are rural or urban oriented values.

Pupils will infer if items enu-
merated above are consistent with
urban or rural values.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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LESSON 2 I -22 cont,' d

Step 5

SOCIAL SCIENCE PRWECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit reasons for Teacher creates own language activi-
inferences. ties, using the space below.

Pupils will give reasons for in.
ferences.

Teacher will aid pupils in sum-
marizing that people moving to
urban areas have high expecta-
tions of increased goods and
services.

Step 6

Step 7

Teacher will help pupils recall
the conflict situation(s) Juan
faced in Lesson 19.

Pupils will recall conflict sit-
uations) Juan faced in Lesson 19.

Teacher will elicit from pupils
whether or not they think Juan
may have been in the process of
acquiring new values.

Pupils will infer whether or not
Juan was acquiring new values.

Step 8

Step 9

Teacher will elicit reasons for
pupils inferences.

Pupils will give reasons for their
inferences.

L
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SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 23
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Pupils will identify prerequisite and requisite requirements neces-
sary in the fulfillment of expectations.

Step 1

SOCIAL. SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will aid pupils in recalling
goods and services which urban resi-
dents may expect to gain.

Pupils will recall goods and ser-
vices urban residents expect to
gain.

Step 2

Teacher will ask what pupils think
would have to happen before a per-
son could acquire to T.V. set, new
car, job, place to live, etc.)

Pupils will identify conditions nec-
essary in the fulfillment of wants.

Step 3

Teacher will ask pupils to support
their predictions.

Pupils will support their predic-
tions

Step 4

Teacher may repeat above sequence
to get at different predictions
and support of those predictions.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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LESSON 23 contid

Step 5

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECTIONS LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

Teacher will elicit predictions
about the consequences of previ-
ously made predictions: If, (as
one you said) , what do you
think would happen as a result
of that?

Pupils will make new predictions
based on the consequences of pre-
viously made predictions. (Would
have to go back to school to learn
new skills - couldn't get a job
right away wouldn't have needed
money, would borrow money, etc.)

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.

i
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SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 24
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

OBJECTIVE:
Pupils will identify ways of reducing frustration as a result of
unfulfilled expectations.

Step 1

SOCIAL SCIENCE PROJECT M LINGUISTIC PROJECTIONS

If pupils have not already done so,
ask them if they think people may
become frustrated/unhappy/bitter if
their expectations go unfulfilled
and why they think that may be so.

Step 2

Discuss with pupils what credit is.
Explain that in cities, people can
borrow money from other people who
specialize in lending money. The
borrower pays back the money over
time. The lender makes money $a
profit) by charging interest of the
borrower. Ex., if Juan borrowed
$50.00 from ABC Lender Co. he would
pay back the $50.00 over time plus
an interest charge of perhaps $10.00
for use of the money. So that Juan
borrowed $50.00, but had to pay back
$60.00. Further explain that many
lenders charge very high interest
rates of borrowers such as Juan.
Discuss with the pupils whether they
think borrowing money at high inter-
est rates is a good idea or not.
Have pupils give reasons for ideas.

Step 3

Discuss with the children some al-
ternatives to borrowing money. Peke
mention of living within available
income, such as, shopping for best
buys, putting off purchase of lux-
uries, comparative shopping. Elicit
from pupils other ideas and how to
accomplish them.

Teacher creates own language activi-
ties, using the space below.
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SAMPLE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 25
UPPER ELEMENTARY LEVEL

This lesson may be used to exr' e items of interest to the pupils. For examples
pupils may be apprehensive O. leaving friends, relatives, familiar surroundings
if they should live in a city. Teacher may use an exploration of feelings strategy
such as that used in Lesson 19 to discuss the topic. Some children may have had
negative experiences in urban areas. Again, this could be an opportunity to see if
those experiences are sufficient to form generalizations. As a summary to this unit,
It would be advantageous from the child's point of view to remind him that in the
urban environment, things are rapidly changing. Several examples of this should suf-
fice to make the point. In such a changing environment, the child himself may very
well expect to undergo changes. The point to be emphasized is that urban residents
should and must decide for themselves the value of any given change as it affects his
life-style.


